TEAM BUILDING TASTING EXPERIENCE
$35 pp
60 - 90 minutes

$45 pp
90 minutes

The Wonderful World of Wine Words!

This fun, social team activity will have your group howling with laughter while
enjoying some of Cave Spring’s finest wine. A Cave Spring Team Member (CSTM)
will lead the group through a “definition challenge” of ‘wine related’ words. The
CSTM will have each player take a turn and draw a “definition card” from a box
of winery cards. All of the players will then write down a definition, which may
be an honest attempt to supply the correct definition, or, if they do not know or
for tactical reasons decide not to, a fictitious definition for the word designed to
sound convincing. The players hand their definitions to the CSTM. Any player
who submits the correct definition immediately receives 3 points. The definitions,
including the real definition, are then read out in random order. Players record
which answer they believe is correct. Players are rewarded 2 points if they guess
the correct definition. The player with the highest score at the end of the game
will take home a bottle of Cave Spring wine! In between games, everyone will
enjoy a wine tasting.
Minimum 6 people

Vino Picasso
Our take on the classic, ultimate party game ‘Pictionary’, this quick-draw classic is a
great team-building exercise as well as a ton of fun! Break into teams of three or
more and each team will be given a wine related word that is familiar to everyone.
The drawer chooses a card out of a deck of special Cave Spring Wine Pictionary
cards and draws a picture that suggests the word printed on the card. The pictures
cannot contain any numbers or letters, nor can the drawer use verbal clues about
the subject he/she is drawing. The teammates try to guess the ‘wine word’ the
drawing is intended to represent within a two minute time period. The group will
enjoy wine tastings and yummy bites from On The Twenty during the game to make
the challenge even more pleasurable!!
Minimum 8 people
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TEAM BUILDING TASTING EXPERIENCE
$55 pp
90 minutes

Wine & Food Sensory Experience...”oh, I know this...what is it?”
This guided and fun educational activity in our century old cellars will introduce the
group to the dynamics of sensory evaluation. This exploration will showcase the
chemistry of wine and food and is designed to help all level of tasters identify aromas
and flavor profiles of wines. Start with some sparkling wine as we begin a delightful
sensory adventure.The sensory tour highlights the use of our 5 physical senses when
enjoying wine. Your group will be led through challenging ‘blind’ olfactory and tasting
experiences including both wine and food with everyday flavours and aromas.
• 5 blind aromas
• 5 blind food tastings
• Blind wine tastings to identify 3 different varietals. The person (or team) who
correctly identifies the most varietals will take home a prize!
• Wine and food pairings incorporating the blind experiences
* please note that tours and experiences are available after tasting room hours, until
6 pm, for an additional $5 per person.

905-562-3581 ext 304 | wineshop@cavespring.ca
Reservations required for all pre-arranged team building activities. Prices include all applicable taxes. Available after hours up until 6 pm for an additional $5 per person.

Benchmark wines from the ground up
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